Code of Conduct
As a Le Tour de Christ athlete or volunteer, I will:

1. Be: a Messenger of Love, Peace & Holiness.
2. Bring: People to Christ all the time, especially on the Tours.
3. Promote: Family Time & Unity.
4. Help Jesus: Transform Disciples into Loved Disciples.
5. Help my Neighbor: To Have Fun by Sharing Happiness with him/her.
6. Participate: with No Competitive Mind, seeking always to Respect all Traffic
Signs and to Ensure Safety for my fellow LTDC Athletes and everyone on the road.
7. Remember: that I am always representing Jesus Christ, and I will follow his
teachings and examples to the best of my knowledge and ability. This includes
my actions and my words (no bad words).
8. Exemplify: the core value of Integrity in my behavior and activities, performing
them with Love, Peace and pursuing a State of Holiness to the best of my ability,
especially in cycling, running and walking activities representing the club.
9. Use: my Vocational Experience and Talents to serve in all matters related to
the LTDC Cycling Club, without seeking a monetary compensation or business
advantage, nor establishing a conflict of interest with my personal affairs.
10. Conduct: Ethically, all my personal, business & professional affairs,
encouraging and fostering high ethical standards as an example to others.
11. Be: Fair in all Dealings with others and Treat them with Respect, due to
them as fellow human beings, brothers in Christ and children of God.
12. Promote: Recognition and Respect for all occupations which are useful to
society and follow the teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ.
13. Offer: my Vocational Experience and Talents to provide opportunities for
all, to work towards building the church of our Lord Jesus Christ beyond the
physical premises, and related to: a) Welcome someone in, b) Food and Drink
for the Hungry and Thirsty, c) Clothe the Needy, d) Visit the Sick, e) Visit the
Prisoner; and for the relief of the special needs of others, with the purpose to
improve the quality of life in my community and consequently in the entire world.
14. Honor the Trust: that LTDC Cycling Club and LTDC Athletes provide, and not do
anything that will bring disfavor or reflect adversely on the LTDC Cycling Club
and the LTDC Athletes or Volunteers.
15. Not Seek: from the LTDC Athletes or Volunteers, a Privilege or an Advantage
not normally accorded to others in a business or professional relationship.
16. Not Engage: in Religious or Political Discussions during Club’s Activities.
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